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Introduction 

Forensic DNA interpretation has been centered on the analysis of short tandem repeats (STRs), 

traditionally relying on capillary electrophoresis (CE) to gain access to the allele numbers contained in a 

DNA sample. To evaluate such DNA evidence profiles, match probabilities can be calculated and these 

depend on appropriate estimation of the population structure quantity ���, or theta, values. It is common in 

forensic DNA evidence evaluations to use values of 1% - 5% [1]. 

With the introduction of next generation sequencing (NGS) a new dimension has been added to the field 

of forensic genetics, providing distinct advantages over CE systems in terms of captured information. 

Traditional STR analysis has been well established in the forensic community so backward compatibility 

with CE-based STR profiles is needed to allow the use of existing DNA databases [2]. As long as this is 

the case, it is expected that NGS methods will continue to be implemented, stressing the need to facilitate 

NGS-based population genetics analysis.  

In recent years, studies have reported population statistics demonstrating the increase in discrimination 

power by differentiating the nucleotide sequences of alleles with identical size [3-5]. If NGS data are to be 

used for match probabilities there needs to be a way to accommodate population structure, which 

requires values for ��� for NGS data.  

Methods 

Most published estimates of ��� are produced using the Weir and Cockerham estimator [6]. A different 

estimator is recommended nowadays, as detailed in Weir and Goudet [7] and applied to CE-based STR 

data in [1]. This updated framework can be used to obtain locus-specific  ��� estimates as well as 

estimates per geographic group and a global measure. Matching proportions within and between 

individuals or populations are used in order to characterize identity by descent (IBD) for an individual or 

population relative to a reference set of IBD values. 

Within-population matching between individuals � and �� in population � is defined as �	
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Averaging over pairs of populations yields �	� = ∑ �	�
���

/[��� − 1�]���� .  

Population-specific ��� values for genotypic data can then be estimated relative to genotype matching 

between populations as ����
� = ��	�

� − �	��/�1 − �	��, with an overall estimate of ���� = ��	 � − �	��/�1 −

�	��. Note that these are locus-specific estimates, which are expected to vary among loci. The average � 

estimates over loci are calculated as the ratio of averages rather than the average of ratios, with the 

former leading to smaller variances. The reader is referred to [7] and [1] for a more detailed discussion on 

this approach. The overall estimate ���� may be used as the population structure quantity theta in forensic 

match probability calculations.  



Results 

DNA samples from 350 individuals, over 5 geographic groups, as part of the 1000 Genomes Project 

Phase 3 (http://www.1000genomes.org) were obtained from the Coriell Institute for Medical Research 

(Camden, New Jersey, USA) and sequenced using Illumina’s MiSeq FGxᵀᴹ and ForenSeqᵀᴹ DNA 

Signature Prep Kit. Genotype calls were obtained through their Universal Analysis Software (UAS) over 

27 autosomal loci for both the length-based (LB) allele callings as well as the sequence-based (SB) allele 

callings. 

Estimated matching proportions based on length-based genotype matching yields an average within-

population matching, averaged over populations and loci, of �	 � =  0.2165, while the average between-

population matching is �	� = 0.1968, yielding an overall estimate of ���� = 0.0245. Population-specific 

estimates range from 0.0035 for the African group to 0.0347 for the American group. These results are 

concordant with the worldwide survey by Buckleton et al. [1], in the sense that the smallest values are 

observed for the African group as compared to the rest of the world, as expected from our understanding 

of higher genetic diversity within those older populations from the migration of modern humans. 

Matching proportions based on sequence-based genotypes show somewhat lower values of �	 � =

 0.1878 and �	� = 0.1664 due to the increase in the number of observed types as a result of the additional 

variation. The global estimate is in this case ���� = 0.0257, which is an increase from our previous 

estimate, albeit small. 95% confidence intervals can be obtained based on bootstrapping over loci. 

Intervals for length-based results (0.0179, 0.0315) show a great deal of overlap with sequence-based 

intervals (0.0191, 0.0329), suggesting that the usual recommended value of around 3% is appropriate for 

DNA evaluations based on NGS data.   

As sequencing data are subject to population structure, the impact on theta estimates should be checked 

when transitioning to NGS-based methods. So far, our results show similar effects of sequencing data on 

theta estimates as what we’ve seen for CE-based results.  
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